Risk and Financial Modelling
Risk and financial models are key tools for (re)insurers, supporting essential
functions, including pricing, reserving, budgeting, and risk and capital management.
Whether building a model from scratch or reviewing and improving existing models,
Milliman can assist you with innovative, accurate and efficient modelling solutions
across a range of platforms.

Focus areas for risk and financial models
Making the most effective use of models and ensuring that they are robust and fit-for-purpose is a continuous process. Many
functions, including actuarial, risk management, and finance, all rely heavily on risk and financial models. At Milliman, we focus on
these key areas to help develop and improve modelling solutions that meet your changing needs:
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Real client outcomes
Our deep risk and financial modelling experience and advanced technology offers tangible and significant benefits.

A proven track record
At Milliman, we have helped clients tackle a broad range of modelling challenges ranging from a completely new model build to
implementing better modelling practices.
Our consultants draw on years of modelling expertise to bring strategic insights and advice to clients who face ongoing modelling
challenges. These case studies illustrate our approach and client benefits across a range of modelling challenges:
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Tailored modelling solutions for all (re)insurers
We can support you with modelling expertise on a range of proprietary and open source modelling platforms. Case studies from our
award-winning platforms: Milliman Mind and Milliman Integrate illustrate the client benefits of using our innovative software:
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Our unique offering

Milliman is among the world’s largest providers of actuarial and
related products and services. The firm has consulting practices in
life insurance and financial services, property & casualty insurance,
healthcare, and employee benefits. Founded in 1947, Milliman is an
independent firm with offices in major cities around the globe.
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